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gle molecule magnet
outperforming current pseudocontact shift agents†

Francielli S. Santana, ‡a Mauro Perfetti, ‡bc Matteo Briganti, ab

Francesca Sacco, bde Giordano Poneti, f Enrico Ravera, *bde Jáısa F. Soares *a

and Roberta Sessoli *bc

A common criterion for designing performant single molecule magnets and pseudocontact shift tags is

a large magnetic anisotropy. In this article we present a dysprosium complex chemically designed to

exhibit strong easy-axis type magnetic anisotropy that is preserved in dichloromethane solution at room

temperature. Our detailed theoretical and experimental studies on the magnetic properties allowed

explaining several features typical of highly performant SMMs. Moreover, the NMR characterization

shows remarkably large chemical shifts, outperforming the current state-of-the art PCS tags.
Introduction

Magnetic anisotropy (MA) is a key property of lanthanoid-based
materials. Indeed, the localized character of the 4f orbitals leads
in most paramagnetic lanthanoids to an unquenched orbital
angular momentum that strongly couples with the spin to
generate remarkable MA.1,2 Achieving large MA by chemical
design is nowadays at the centre of a blooming research eld,
which aims at enhancing the performances of single molecule
magnets (SMMs).3–6 In a nutshell, good SMMs are characterized
by a strong easy-axis MA, which generates an energy barrier for
the reversal of the magnetization, thus giving rise to magnetic
bistability of pure molecular origin.7

The chemical design currently employed to engineer SMMs
can be exploited in NMR to enhance the pseudocontact shi
(PCS), i.e., the resonance shis due to the through space
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coupling of the nuclei to the magnetic dipole moment of an
anisotropic paramagnetic centre. As PCSs are increasingly used
for the determination of the structure and dynamics of biolog-
ical macromolecules,8 great experimental effort is deployed
towards achieving effective PCS agents that could become the
scaffold for paramagnetic tags.9,10 The larger the anisotropy of
the magnetic susceptibility, the longer the distance at which
PCSs become observable. On these grounds, it is possible to
expect that good SMMs also make excellent PCS tags for struc-
tural analysis of, e.g., biologically relevant molecules.11,12

Despite the similar requirements and the increased number of
solution NMR studies of SMMs,13–16 a factor that slowed down
the cross-communication across these elds is chemical
compatibility. To date, the best mononuclear SMMs consist of
dysprosium(III) ions (4f9, L ¼ 5, S ¼ 5/2, and J ¼ 15/2) in a highly
axial crystal eld (CF) generated by low coordination numbers
or cyclic polyhapto ligands in a sandwich arrangement,5,6 most
of them characterized by relatively low stability towards air and
common solvents. Such features make these complexes non-
competitive with current PCS agents that are typically highly
stable complexes based on anionic forms of polydentate
ligands, such as tetraazacyclododecane-N,N0,N00,N000-tetraacetic
acid (H4DOTA) or dipicolinic acid (H2DPA).17–19

Notably, few polydentate ligands provide both strong axial CFs
and air-stable SMMs.20,21 Examples include the dianion of
H2bbpen (N,N0-bis(2-hydroxybenzyl)-N,N0-bis(2-methylpyridyl)
ethylenediamine, Scheme 1, R1 ¼ R2 ¼ H) and related ligands,
in which the negatively charged phenolic oxygens are axially
coordinated with oxygen–metal–oxygen angles larger than 150�.
The four N donor atoms and a halide ligand occupy the ve
equatorial positions of a distorted pentagonal bipyramid gener-
ating complexes with highly axial MA. Effective barriers for the
reversal of the magnetization exceeding 1000 K have been
observed by Tong and co-workers for dysprosium(III) derivatives
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Scheme 1 Structure of the H2bbpen ligand.

Fig. 1 Molecular structure of [Dy(bbppn)Cl] (1). The disordered carbon
(C15i) on the diamine moiety and all hydrogen atoms were omitted for
clarity. The use of the C14A label is explained in the ESI.† Symmetry
code: (i) 1 � x + 1, y, �z + 3/2.
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and associated with easy-axis MA up to the second excited
Kramers doublet of the J ¼ 15/2 ground manifold.22 Two key
parameters affect the overall axiality of the crystal eld in
bbpen2� complexes: (i) the O–Dy–O angle and (ii) the equatorial
crystal eld imparted by the halide. While the former can be
tuned by chemical functionalization on the benzyl group, the
latter can be modied by using different halides. Indeed, the
linkage of a methyl substituent on the phenol ring (H2bbpen-
CH3, Scheme 1, R1 ¼ CH3, R

2 ¼ H)23 and the longer Dy–Br bond
compared to Dy–Cl resulted in more pronounced axiality and
improved SMM properties.22

In this work, we have investigated the H2bbppn ligand (N,N0-
bis(2-hydroxybenzyl)-N,N0-bis(2-methylpyridyl)-1,2-
propylenediamine, Scheme 1, R1 ¼ H, R2 ¼ CH3), which
contains a methyl group bound to the diamine moiety rather
than to the phenol ring, to form [Dy(bbppn)Cl] (1). According to
previous studies by some of us on [Ln(bbpXn)Cl] and
[Ln(bbpXn)NO3] complexes (X ¼ e, p; Ln ¼ Eu3+, Gd3+, Tb3+),
this additional methyl group led to signicant geometry
changes both to the equatorial region (large deviations from
planarity) and increased O–Ln–O angles.24,25 In the [Ln(bbpen)
Cl] series,22,24 the smaller the Ln3+ ionic radius, the larger the O–
Ln–O angle, suggesting that the complex [Dy(bbppn)Cl], here
described, could present improved axiality.

Indeed, when compared to previously reported [Dy(bbpen)
Cl] (2) and [Dy(bbpen-CH3)Cl] (3),23 complex 1 shows a signi-
cant increase of the O–Dy–O angle and a higher effective barrier
for the reversal of the magnetization. Magnetization dynamics
has been thoroughly investigated to explain some typical
features of very anisotropic SMMs oen overlooked in the
literature. In addition, 1 presents a remarkably high easy axis
MA at room temperature since the excited states are only weakly
populated and mainly axial, an ideal condition to observe large
PCSs provided that the structural features of the complex are
preserved in solution. As a result, the solution 1H NMR spectra
of 1 at room temperature reveal PCSs exceeding �1000 ppm, in
agreement with ab initio calculations based on the X-ray struc-
ture. Hyperne shis of the order of 10 000 ppm have been
recently reported for H and P atoms coordinated to an iron(II)
center,26 but the major contribution is a through-bond Fermi
contact that quickly decays a few bonds away from the para-
magnetic centre. On the contrary, the magnetic anisotropy of 1
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
induces through-space pseudochemical shis that can be felt by
1H nuclei at distances >10 nm from the Dy3+ centre, paving the
way towards a new generation of NMR tags for protein structure
determination.17–19
Results and discussion
Synthesis

Complex 1 (Fig. 1, S1 and Tables S1, S2 in ESI†) crystallizes in the
monoclinic C2/c space group. The structure reveals a neutral,
mononuclear Dy3+ compound with a disordered methyl group
(C15 in Fig. 1) on the diamine portion of the polydentate ligand.
The disorder is due to a crystallographic 2-fold axis that coincides
with the Dy–Cl direction and bisects the C14A–C14Ai bond
(Fig. S2†). The coordination environment of Dy3+ is closer to
pentagonal bipyramidal (PBP) than to other possible geometries,
as indicated by continuous shape measurements (Fig. S2 and
Table S3†). On the other hand, due to the presence of the addi-
tional methyl group, 1 presents a larger deviation from the ideal
PBP geometry than 2 and 3.23

At the axial positions of the coordination polyhedron, each of
the two phenolate oxygen atoms (O1 and O1i) is 2.161(3) Å away
from the Dy centre (Table S2†). This distance compares well
with the corresponding bond lengths in 2, 2.166(4) Å, and 3,
2.155(3) and 2.166(3) Å. Such similarity is also valid for the
average Dy–N distances in the equatorial region (2.564, 2.583,
and 2.591 Å for 1, 2, and 3, respectively). The chloride ligand, in
turn, is closer to Dy in 1, 2.5910(16) Å, than in 2 or 3 (2.6818(16)
and 2.6580(12) Å, respectively). The binding of the methyl
substituent to the ligand's aliphatic chain results in a signi-
cant deviation (0.579 Å) of the amine nitrogen atoms from the
mean equatorial plane (Table S4†). This movement away from
the plane allows the “closing in” of the remaining equatorial
donor atoms, increasing the CF repulsion upon the oblate Dy3+
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 5860–5871 | 5861



Fig. 2 Left: Ab initio computed energy levels for 1 (red, this work) and
2 (blue, Tong and co-workers ref. 22). Each bar represents a Kramers
doublet. Right: structure of 1 showing the direction of the ground
Kramers doublet magnetic easy axis. Color code: cyan/Dy, green/Cl,
blue/N, red/O, khaki/C. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity.
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electron density distribution.27,28 Finally, the O1–Dy–O1i angle
in 1, 167.19(15)�, is by far the closest to linear among the three
complexes (154.3(2)� and 158.07(11)� for 2 and 3, respectively).

In 1, the shortest distance between neighbouring molecules
places the Dy3+ centres 8.6879(3) Å apart from one another
along the c axis (Table S5 and Fig. S3†). Additionally, weak
intermolecular contacts are observed along the b axis via C–H/
Cl interactions involving the disordered methyl group of the
amine portion (H15/Cliii: 2.58 Å; C15–H15/Cliii: 149.8�,
Fig. S4†). The purity of the sample was checked by powder X-ray
diffraction analysis (Fig. S5†).

The diamagnetic complex 4, [Y(bbppn)Cl] (Fig. S1†), was
synthesized by a route analogous to that employed for 1 (see
ESI† for further details). The crystals of 1 and 4 are isomorphous
(Table S1†) and can therefore form solid solutions. Structural
data for 4 follow the expected trend considering the slightly
smaller size of the Y3+ ion as compared to Dy3+ (effective ionic
radii of 90.0 and 91.2 pm respectively),29 including a slight
difference in cell volume (2661.72(18) Å3 for 4 and 2667.4(2) Å3

for 1) and a marginally larger O1–Y–O1i angle of 168.00(9)� in 4
versus 167.19(15)� in 1 (Table S2†). The solid solution (Dy : Y
proportion of 7 : 93 mol%, 1[Y]) was obtained from a mixture of
the two starting materials allowed to react in MeOH with
bbppn2� and crystallized by vapor diffusion with diethyl ether.
Despite the use of hydrated salts as Ln3+ starting material, the
crystals of 1, 4 and 1[Y] do not contain water, either as a ligand
or solvating molecule, and can be kept in air for long periods
without loss of crystallinity.

Products 1, 4 and 1[Y] were also characterized by elemental
analysis (see ESI†) and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR, 400–4000 cm�1 region). Upon deprotonation of the
phenol groups and coordination of bbppn2� to the Ln3+ ions,
the broad and intense n(O–H) band centred at ca. 2900 cm�1

and the also strong d(O–H) absorption at 1372 cm�1 disappear,
while the intense n(C–O) band shis signicantly from 1250
(phenol) to 1302 cm�1 (phenolate, Fig. S6†). On the other hand,
owing to the very high structural and M–L bonding similarity in
the two lanthanide complexes, together with the low content of
Dy3+ in the solid solution, the infrared spectra are superim-
posable and fail to distinguish 1 from 4, or these from 1[Y].
Tentative FTIR assignments (Table S6†) and additional discus-
sion are presented in the ESI.†

The diamagnetic 4 was also analysed by 1H NMR (Fig. S7 and
Table S7†). 2D (1H, 1H COSY and 1H, 13C HMBC) spectra in
CD2Cl2 solution were registered to help with peak assignments.
Because the linkage of the methyl group in the diamine back-
bone breaks the ligand symmetry, the 1H NMR spectrum of 4
presents a coupling pattern signicantly more complicated
than those given by bbpen2� complexes. Examples are
[M(bbpen)]ClO4, M ¼ Ga3+, In3+, for which the two 2-oxybenzyl
and pyridylmethyl moieties were shown to be spectroscopically
equivalent.30 The results for 4 are compatible with the solid-
state structural features, evidencing stability in solution, and
compare well with previous solution NMR studies performed
with [Lu(R-bbppn)(NO3)].31 In 4, the presence of a minor
component (ca. 20%) in the solution spectra suggests some
5862 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 5860–5871
degree of conformational change involving the chelate rings, as
also proposed for [Dy(bbppn)Cl] (see below).
Ab initio calculations

Ab initio calculations were performed to probe how the subtle
chemical change in the composition of 1 affects the electronic
structure with respect to compound 2.22 To allow a straightfor-
ward comparison, we employed a CASSCF/CASSI-SO computa-
tional protocol as close as possible to the one described in the
earlier work (see computational details). The X-ray geometry of 1
was employed without optimization, except for the positions of
hydrogen atoms optimized at the DFT level in the presence of
implicit solvent (CPCM, see computational details) to calculate
the NMR shis more reliably.32

From the analysis of Fig. 2 and Table 1, two features can be
highlighted. In the rst place, an overall increase in the energy
of all excited Kramers doublets with respect to the ground one is
observed for 1. This increase is more pronounced the higher the
energy of the excited state: 20 cm�1 for the rst excited state,
above 100 cm�1 for the second one, and up to 200 cm�1 for E4–
E7. The structural origin of this phenomenon is the larger O–
Dy–O angle, that gets very close to 180�. On the other side, we
compute for 1 larger transversal terms gx, gy for the ground
Kramers doublet (see Tables S8 and S9†). This increased
rhombicity can be explained with the larger deviation of the
nitrogen atoms from the equatorial plane (see previous section).
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 1 Comparison between the energies of the ab initio computed
Kramers doublets of the ground 6H15/2 multiplet in 1 and 2. The
composition of the states is provided in Table S10

Energy/cm�1 1 2a

E0 0 0
E1 405 381
E2 705 584
E3 836 655
E4 932 724
E5 949 747
E6 976 759
E7 1055 839

a Values taken from literature.22

Fig. 3 (a) Temperature dependence of the relaxation time for 1 (full
symbols) and 1[Y] (empty symbols) measured in zero and 1.6 kOe static
field. The black and green lines are best fits using two vibrational modes
(eqn (2)). (b) Detail of the different contributions to the best fit curve for 1
with H ¼ 1.6 kOe. Best fit parameters are provided in Table 2.
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Thus, from the formula by Yin and Li,33 an estimate of the QTM
rate can be provided as follows:

sQTM
�1 ¼ mB

h

gx
2Bx

2 þ gy
2By

2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gx2Bx

2 þ gy2By
2 þ gz2Bz

2
q (1)

In (1), Bk (k ¼ x, y, z) are the average components of the
uctuating dipolar eld. Due to the larger ground doublet's
transversal g components (see Table S8†), the QTM probability
in 1 is expected to be higher, assuming that the local magnetic
eld experienced by the two compounds is the same. It is nally
important to notice that the purity of the ground and rst
excited state is still remarkably high (Table S10†). Fig. S8†
shows the computed transition magnetic moments.

Magnetic characterization

Static and dynamic magnetic properties of 1 and 1[Y] were
investigated on polycrystalline pressed powders. The tempera-
ture dependence of the product between the magnetic suscep-
tibility and the temperature (cT) is reported in Fig. S9.† The
trend is reminiscent of the previously investigated family
members, showing a smooth decrease over the entire temper-
ature range, as expected for the depopulation of the excited
Kramers doublets. The agreement with the computed value
from the ab initio-determined crystal eld parameters is satis-
factory for both cT vs. T and M vs. H curves (Fig. S9 and S10†).
The latter approaches a plateau at ca. 5 mB, as expected for
a strongly axial Dy3+ centre at low temperature.

AC susceptibility in zero eld shows a peak in the out of
phase magnetic susceptibility (c00) over a wide temperature
range (2–65 K, see Fig. S11 and S12†) for 1 and 1[Y]. In Fig. 3 we
report the extracted relaxation times, s, using the Debye model.
In zero eld, s of 1 becomes temperature independent below 10
K, suggesting an efficient quantum tunnelling, signicantly
suppressed by magnetic dilution.

The investigation of the eld dependence of c00 at 20 K
(Fig. S13 and S14†) reveals that for 1 and 1[Y] the peaks shi to
lower frequency with the application of a static eld. As no
signicant increase in s was observed above 1.6 kOe, this eld
was employed to repeat the temperature scan (see Fig. S15 and
S16†), and the extracted s are plotted in Fig. 3. At lower
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
temperatures, the relaxation time was extracted from a single
exponential tting of the time dependence of the magnetization
when the eld is rapidly swept from zero to 1.6 kOe (Fig. S17 and
Table S11†). The extracted relaxation times, see Fig. 3, reveal
that the tunnelling can be efficiently suppressed by applying
static magnetic elds, thus making 1 and 1[Y]
indistinguishable.

In Fig. 4 we report the eld dependence of the relaxation rate
(s�1) of 1 (see Fig. S18† for 1[Y]). The initial decrease of s�1 is
oen encountered and attributed to the suppression of
tunnelling. Less common is the broad eld range, up to 10 kOe,
in which the relaxation rate is eld-independent (vide infra). We
also plot the parameter a describing the width of the distribu-
tion of relaxation times. Interestingly, the two curves have
a pronounced similarity, with a signicantly larger when the
relaxation is eld-dependent. This suggests that the distribu-
tion of relaxation times is mainly due to the measurement of
randomly oriented microcrystals. In this case, different values
of the eld component along the easy axis impart different
relaxation times, increasing the value of a.

To rationalize the temperature dependence of the relaxation
rate of highly anisotropic SMMs it is necessary to add to the
usual Orbach and tunnelling mechanisms also contribution of
low energy optical phonons. Starting from the data taken at 1.6
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 5860–5871 | 5863



Fig. 4 Top: field dependence of the relaxation rate for 1 measured at
20 K. The solid line represents the best fit with eqn (3). The bars
represent the contribution from the temperature-independent
quantum tunneling (green) and thermally activated mechanisms
dominated by Raman (orange) to the relaxation rate in zero field, as
extracted from the fitting in Fig. 3. Bottom: field dependence of the
width of the relaxation rate distribution.
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kOe to reduce the efficiency of quantum tunnelling, an excellent
agreement was obtained by using the equation:

s�1 ¼ s0
�1 exp

�
Ueff

kBT

�
þ B

exp

�
ħu1

kBT

�
�
exp

�
ħu1

kBT

�
� 1

�2

þ C

exp

�
ħu2

kBT

�
�
exp

�
ħu2

kBT

�
� 1

�2 þD coth

�
d

kBT

�
(2)

where the rst term corresponds to the two-phonon Orbach
mechanism involving an excited Kramers doublet, the second
and third terms account for the Raman mechanism through
Table 2 List of the parameters employed to fit the thermal evolution o
without an error were fixed

s0/s Ueff/K B/s�1 u1/cm
�

H ¼ 1.6 kOe 5.7(4) � 10�13 1010 5.6(2) � 102 41(1)
H ¼ 0 5.7 � 10�13 1010 2.4(9) � 103 41
Scan H 5.7 � 10�13 1010 2.4 � 103 41

5864 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 5860–5871
two vibrational modes, u1 and u2, and the last term corre-

sponds to the direct mechanism between themJ ¼
����� 15

2
i states

that are split in 1.6 kOe by d/kB¼2.14 K. When d/kBT� 1 has the
usual linear dependence on T the direct mechanism.

To avoid overparametrization, in the tting procedure Ueff

was xed to the computed separation with the second excited
Kramers doublet,�1010 K, given that the rst excited doublet is
still strongly axial, i.e. gx z gy � 0. The computed transition
moments among the states (see Fig. S8†) further conrm this
picture. However, additional data at higher temperatures would
be necessary to better characterize the Orbach mechanism. The
best t was provided for the two vibrational modes u1 ¼
41(1) cm�1 and u2 ¼ 98(1) cm�1 (see Table 2 for all best-t
parameters). These values are in line with low energy vibra-
tions in molecular materials.34 The different contributions to
the relaxation rates are visible in the Fig. 3b. In Fig. S19† we
show that a t assuming a Tn law for the Raman mechanism
signicantly decreases the goodness of t. It is worth noticing
that, even with the same number of adjustable parameters, the
expression of the Raman mechanism via vibrational modes
reproduces the experiment much better than a power law.

Eqn (2) was also used to t the temperature dependence of s
in zero eld, xing the energy of the vibrational modes to the
values extracted from the previous t and replacing the direct
term with a tunnelling rate GQT ¼ 880� 40 s�1. To compare this
value with the theoretical one predicted by eqn (1), we
computed the distribution of the dipolar eld when the sample
is demagnetized as in zero static eld (see Fig. S20†). For the
calculation we used the experimental crystallographic structure
and the computed orientation of the magnetic anisotropy axes.
With the resulting average values of jBxj ¼ 435 Oe, jByj ¼ 560 Oe,
and jBzj ¼ 427 Oe, the estimated GQT ¼ 590 s�1 is in nice
agreement with the experimental ndings. In general, the
agreement between computed and calculated relaxation time of
Fig. 3 is again excellent but does not provide signicant insight
into the Raman process that is almost entirely masked by the
tunnelling. In particular, the tunnelling rate is signicantly
higher than in 2 despite the larger axial CF of 1, but in agree-
ment with the slightly larger computed rhombic anisotropy and
transition moment for 1.

It is interesting to focus also on the eld dependence of the
relaxation rate. According to literature, the data can be simu-
lated by considering that in eqn (2) the tunnelling and direct
processes depend on the magnetic eld as:35

s�1ðHÞ ¼ constþ GQT

1þ aH2
þ bHm (3)
f the relaxation time of 1. Values in parenthesis indicate errors. Values

1 C/s�1 u2/cm
�1 D/s�1 GQT/s

�1

31.5(2) � 103 98(1) 1.4(1) � 10�3 —
4.2(8) � 104 98 — 8.8(4) � 102

4.2 � 104 98 — 8.8 � 102

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 6 (a) Experimental and (b) simulated ZFC (blue) and FC (green and
red) curves of 1 at a sweeping rate of 0.03 K s�1 and atH¼ 1.6 kOe. The
arrows indicate the direction of the measurement for each curve.
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The rst term accounts for the Orbach and Raman contri-
butions. The second term considers the suppression of QT by
the magnetic eld. The eld dependence of the direct process is
modelled by a phenomenological power law as both D and
d parameters of eqn (2) depend on H. Fixing the Raman, Orbach
and QT contributions to the values extracted from the tting of
zero eld data in Fig. 3, the three adjustable parameters in the
model were: a¼ 4(4)� 10�5 Oe�2, b¼ 1(2)� 10�15 s�1 Oe�m for
QT and m ¼ 4.1(1) for the direct process.

While the general trend is reproduced, the agreement is
rather poor. The reason is that QT accounts for a fraction of the
rate (the green bar in Fig. 4) that is much smaller than the
decrease we observe on applying the external magnetic eld
(green plus orange bar in Fig. 4). Therefore, the assumption that
the Raman mechanism (the only other relevant contribution at
20 K) is eld-independent breaks down. This observation is in
line with recent theoretical ndings34,36 that the admixing of
spin and vibrational states (i.e., the second-order term of the
spin-phonon coupling) promotes transitions inside the ground
doublet, still requiring the thermal population of the modes.
The overall efficiency is temperature dependent due to the
occupation of vibrational states but is also eld-dependent, as
the admixing of the ground doublets depends on the eld.
However, as soon as the eld localizes the two wavefunctions of
the ground doublet on opposite sides of the anisotropy barrier,
the Raman mechanism becomes eld-independent. The
unusually large at region (1–10 kOe) suggests that the Raman
mechanism dominates and gives way to the direct process only
at high eld.

As far as magnetic hysteresis is concerned (Fig. 5 for 1), the
behaviour is again very similar to that of the original [Dy(bppen)
Cl] derivative, 2. The hysteresis opens below 6 K (100 Oe s�1

sweep rate), and the opening increases on decreasing temper-
ature. The loop is pinched in zero eld because of the tunnel-
ling. The dilution in the diamagnetic host only marginally
suppresses the zero-eld jump in the hysteresis (see Fig. S21†
for 1[Y] data).

Given that 1 presents all the features of strongly axial SMMs,
we also measured the thermomagnetic hysteresis. Zero eld
Fig. 5 Temperature dependence of the hysteresis loops of 1. Field
sweeping rate: 100 Oe s�1.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
cooled (ZFC) and eld cooled (FC) magnetization at various
elds between 500 and 2500 Oe were measured scanning the
temperature at 0.03 K s�1 (see Fig. 6 for 1 at H ¼ 1.6 kOe and
Fig. S22 and S23† for more data also on 1[Y]). The curves
become irreversible below 3.5 K. Interestingly, the FC curves
measured for decreasing and increasing temperatures are not
superimposable. The decreasing FC curves cross the ZFC one,
but the FC measured on increasing temperatures does not. This
behaviour is oen reported for well-performing SMMs,
including the [Dy(Cpttt)2][B(C6F5)4] system.6

The reason for this crossing, not detected in other SMMs
such as the archetypal Mn12 cluster,37 can be ascribed to the fact
that the Orbach mechanism is overcome by the Raman process
for these lanthanoid-based SMMs. As the relaxation time grows
less rapidly on decreasing the temperature, the increase in
equilibrium magnetization, which goes approximatively as T�1,
cannot be neglected. As a result, the ZFC branch measured on
increasing temperature reects that the congurations with
higher equilibriummagnetization have been populated at lower
temperatures. A larger magnetization, compared to the FC curve
measured on decreasing temperatures, is thus recorded. This is
not the case if both the FC and ZFC branches are measured on
increasing the temperature.

To further prove this hypothesis, we computed the out-of-
equilibrium magnetization by considering the experimental
temperature sweeping rate and relaxation times. The relaxation
times are those extracted from Fig. 3, while the equilibrium
magnetization was estimated by a fourth-order polynomial t of
the experimental data. The only adjustable parameter is the
value of the magnetization of the rst measured point, which is
related to the complex evolution during the eld change from
zero to the target eld. The agreement with the experimental
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 5860–5871 | 5865
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data (see Fig. 6b) is excellent despite the simple model, con-
rming that the crossing of the curves must be ascribed to the
measuring procedure. It is thus recommended that, in the
thermomagnetic characterization protocol, an additional in-
eld branch is measured on increasing the temperature. This
will allow an accurate determination and a meaningful
comparison of the irreversibility temperature in very aniso-
tropic and well-performing SMMs.
NMR characterization

The magnetic characterization of 1 identies it as a SMM
exhibiting a high anisotropy barrier. Ab initio calculations agree
well with the experimental behaviour over a wide temperature
and eld range. We can thus rely on theory to predict other
features that can be of relevance for NMR applications.

In this regard, the ab initio computed electronic structure
shows strongly axial and collinear g-tensors up to the third
Kramers doublet (>1000 K, see Table S8†), suggesting that
a large and strongly axial magnetic susceptibility anisotropy will
be retained at room temperature in solution. Since the para-
magnetic pseudocontact shi is proportional to the magnetic
susceptibility anisotropy (vide infra), sizeable pseudocontact
shis are expected up to room temperature.

Starting from the ab initio computed CF parameters, we
calculated the principal values of the room temperature
magnetic susceptibility tensor (0.0111, 0.0128, and 0.1138 cm3

mol�1). The resulting single-molecule anisotropy is dened as:

Dcax ¼ ~czz �
~cxx þ ~cyy

2
¼ 2:16� 10�30 m3 (4)

where c ̃ii are the eigenvalues of the magnetic susceptibility
tensor, ordered to have c ̃zz as the most different from the two
other values and c ̃xx as the opposite extreme. The estimated
Dcax is about 224% of the isotropic magnetic susceptibility
(dened as 1/3 of the trace of the tensor: ciso¼ 9.59� 10�31 m3).
On the contrary, the rhombic anisotropy, dened as Dcrh ¼ c ̃xx
� c̃yy ¼�2.17� 10�32 m3, is less than 3% of the isotropic value.
If such a computed large and axial anisotropy is preserved in
a uid solution, it could represent an ideal situation for a solu-
tion NMR investigation.

The resolution of the 1H-NMR spectrum of a paramagnetic
complex and the observability of shied signals depend not only
on the shis that the metal ion is able to impart on the probed
magnetically active nuclei, but also on howmuch the presence of
the metal centre broadens their lines. In general, nuclear reso-
nances in lanthanoid complexes are only weakly affected by
electron-nucleus dipole–dipole relaxation (Solomon relaxation,
see eqn (6), (7) and (8) in the Experimental) because the avail-
ability of strongly spin–orbit coupled excited states within reach
of the phonon distribution at room temperature ensures a fast
electron relaxation time. The latter, being short, becomes the
correlation time for this nuclear relaxation mechanism, reducing
its efficiency.38 However, the nuclear relaxation caused by inter-
action with the large magnetic moment (the Curie-spin interac-
tion) of the lanthanoid can be impactful. The efficiency of this
mechanism depends principally on the molecular weight of the
5866 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 5860–5871
investigated molecule via the molecular reorientation time (eqn
(9) and (10) in Methods). The observability of the NMR signal can
thus be related to the ratio between the PCS and the transverse

relaxation rate caused by the Curie-spin interaction,
dPCS

R2;Curie
,

which is proportional to
Dcax

ciso
2.

39 Since the isotropic susceptibility

mostly depends on the metal ion but not on its coordination
environment, Dcax values are already a good indication of the
observability of nuclear resonances in different complexes of the
same lanthanoid (vide infra). Therefore, it is not surprising that
NMR is increasingly included in the characterization of
lanthanoid-based SMMs.15,40–46

In Fig. 7 we report the experimental 1H NMR spectrum of 1
recorded at 9.4 T and 293 K in deuterated dichloromethane
(further experimental details are given in the Experimental
section). The spectrum shows signals with shis as large as
�1200 ppm, with relatively narrow lines. The blue line shows
the spectrum calculated using the X-ray determined crystal
structure for the scaffold with the hydrogen positions optimized
at the DFT level in implicit solvent (see computational details)
and the ab initio magnetic susceptibility computed for the
molecular structure in the crystalline phase. The parameters
used for the simulation are given in the Experimental section.

The calculated spectrum reproduces quite well the experiment,
even though the experimental lines appear broader than expected.
This is likely due to a conformational exchange phenomenon and
additional relaxation due to Fermi contact contribution. The
position of the most positively shied peak, corresponding to the
protons of the oxo-benzyl groups, is well reproduced while
a slightly larger deviation is observed for the most negatively
shied peak. This is not surprising, as H13 is bound to a carbon
atom in a position to the coordinated nitrogen of the pyridine
ring. A weak Fermi contact contribution,38 not included in our
simulation, might be expected for atoms a few bonds away from
the metal centre. The remarkably extensive span of the observed
signals (ca. 2200 ppm) is very close to the computed one,
demonstrating that the structure is preserved in solution, and so
is the axiality of the magnetic susceptibility anisotropy.

This nding is not only relevant for the characterization of
this complex and its derivatives but can also have implications
exceeding the boundaries of molecular magnetism. For
instance, we can compare the PCSs that this complex is able to
produce with other prototypical molecules that form the basis
of currently used paramagnetic tags. The archetypical
dysprosium-based single ion magnet DyDOTA has a computed
Dcax ¼ �7.10 � 10�31 m3. Fig. 8 shows the comparison of the
PCS isosurface (�200 ppm) for 1 and DyDOTA superimposed to
their molecular structures on the same scale. The value for
DyDOTA has been computed from our previous ab initio
calculations of its magnetic anisotropy47,48 symmetrizing the
computed tensor over four orientations (90� away from each
other) around the Dy–Owater bond as expected to occur in a uid
solution (see ESI† for more details). This averaging produces an
effective easy-plane anisotropy.

To better quantify the efficiency of the two complexes as PCS
agents, we calculate that a proton along the pseudo C4 axis of
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 7 Experimental 1H-NMR spectrum of 1 recorded at 293 K and 9.4 T in CD2Cl2 (black) and calculated spectrum (blue). The coloured bars
represent calculated positions of the H atoms belonging to the different parts of themolecule (see structure): green¼ phenol, orange¼ pyridine,
violet¼methyl, cyan¼ aliphatic backbone. For the details of the experiment and simulation see Experimental section. The figure on top of Table
S7† reports the ligand alone. The hydrogen atom labelling is based on the Crystallographic Information File (CIF). Symmetry code: (i) 1 � x + 1, y,
�z + 3/2.

Fig. 8 Computed isosurface of pseudocontact shift at�200 ppm (red
– positive, blue – negative) for 1 (left) and DyDOTA (right). The blue
and red colours are exchanged in the two complexes due to the
different nature of the room temperature magnetic anisotropy.
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DyDOTA experiences an absolute shi of 1 ppm at ca. 23�A from
themetal (ca. 18�A on the plane). For 1, a 1 ppm shi is obtained
at 39�A for protons along the easy axis (ca. 31�A in the plane). In
other words, graing an ad hoc functionalized version of 1 to
a protein could allow resolving structures at much larger
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
distances from the paramagnetic probe compared to the DOTA-
or the even less anisotropic DPA-based tags.17–19
Conclusion

In this article we have reported the synthesis of a newmember of
a family of pentagonal-bipyramidal Dy-complexes. The relatively
simple chemical modication corresponding to the addition of
a methyl group in the aliphatic backbone of the ligand has
essential effects onmagnetic anisotropy as evidenced by ab initio
and magnetic studies. The analysis of the relaxation times has
evidenced a large window of temperatures and magnetic elds
where the Raman relaxation dominates over other thermally
activated processes. This feature has allowed us to unequivocally
demonstrate that the Raman relaxation mechanism is eld-
dependent, contrary to what is usually assumed. Moreover, our
simulations also show that the crossings between the ZFC and
FC curves, oen observed in highly performant SMMs but – to
the best of our knowledge – never commented, naturally arise
from themeasuring protocol and the temperature dependence of
the relaxation time of these molecules.

The remarkable stability of complex 1 also allowed us to
record NMR spectra where through-space 1H shis spanning
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 5860–5871 | 5867
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a range larger than 2000 ppm were observed. This nding,
directly related to the huge magnetic anisotropy retained by the
complex at room temperature and in solution, opens the
possibility to engineer new highly performant PCS tags.

Experimental section
Synthesis

Details on the synthesis, general characterization, and single
crystal X-ray diffraction of 1, 4 and 1[Y] are presented as ESI.†

Computational details

The hydrogen positions were optimized by density functional
theory with ORCA 4.2.1 soware.49 The PBE0 functional was
employed,50 together with the D3 dispersion correction to
account for dispersion forces.51,52 The DKH-def2-TZVP basis sets
were used for all atoms53 except for Dy, for which the SARC2-
DKH-QZVP basis sets were utilized.54 Conductor-like
continuum polarization model was employed to mimic the
effect of the CD2Cl2 solvent.55

The post-HF calculations of the electronic properties of 1
were carried out with MOLCAS 8.0 quantum chemistry
package.56 The calculations were based on the X-ray structure
coordinates where only H atoms were optimized. ANO-RCC
basis sets57,58 were employed for all atoms: ANO-RCC-VTZP for
Dy, O, N and Cl, and ANO-RCC-VDZP for C and H. Scalar rela-
tivistic terms were treated by the Douglas–Kroll–Hess Hamil-
tonian. The calculations were performed at the complete active
space self consistent eld (CASSCF) level of theory,59 followed by
complete active space state interaction by spin–orbit (CASSI-
SO).60 The active space consisted of 9 electrons in the 4f orbitals
of the Dy atom, CAS(9,7). All the 21 sextuplets of the ground 6H
term were computed by state average calculations and included
in the following spin–orbit perturbation. Due to limited
computational resources, quadruplets and doublets were not
computed. The magnitudes and orientations of the magnetic
anisotropy axes of the ground and rst excited Kramers
doublets were mapped with the MOLCAS subroutine SIN-
GLE_ANISO within the pseudospin S ¼ 1/2 approach.61

Magnetic characterization

All the magnetic measurements were performed on pressed
pellets of the samples wrapped in Teon tape. DC measure-
ments and time decays were performed in a SQUID magne-
tometer. AC magnetic measurements were performed in
a Quantum Design Physical Property Measurement System
(PPMS). The treatment of the ac data was done with a home-
written program in MATLAB language.

NMR characterization

The NMR spectrum of 4 was acquired on a Bruker Neo spec-
trometer operating at 500 MHz 1H Larmor frequency (11.7 T)
equipped with a cryogenically cooled probehead.

The NMR spectra of 1 were acquired on a Bruker Avance III
spectrometer operating at 400 MHz 1H Larmor frequency (9.4 T)
to mitigate the eld-dependent effects of nuclear spin
5868 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 5860–5871
transverse relaxation. Furthermore, to improve the spectral
quality at 5 mm, a 1H selective probe dedicated to paramagnetic
systems (the nutation frequency of the hard pulse is ca. 50 kHz)
was used. 1H-NMR spectra were acquired on a 400 mmol L�1

solution in CD2Cl2. A pulse of 200 ns was used to excite the
entire spectral window. The signal was averaged over a total of
�4.2 � 106 scans. The baseline was manually corrected over the
entire range. To avoid artefacts related to the manual proce-
dure, the presence of signals was evaluated by the circular
dispersion of the phase across 512 repetitions of the Fourier-
transformed spectrum.62–64

The PCS contribution was calculated from the ab initio
magnetic susceptibility tensor and using the point-dipole
approximation:65

s ¼ � 1

4pr5
�
3rrTc� r2c

	
(5)

where s is the shielding tensor, c is the magnetic susceptibility
anisotropy tensor, and r is the metal-nucleus distance vector.
Given that the anisotropy is so large, a rather relevant self-
alignment is expected even at 9.4 T. Therefore, the pseudo-

contact shi is calculated as d ¼ �1� 106

3
TrðPsÞ, where the

alignment tensor is approximated to the rst order as

Pii ¼ 1
3

�
1þ B0

2

5m0kBT
ðcmol

ii � cmol
iso Þ

�
.66,67

The above treatment relies on the assumption68,69 of a direct
relation between PCS and the magnetic susceptibility tensor,
which was recently conrmed by a rigorous quantum chemistry
treatment.70

To compute the overall spectrum, the following assumptions
were also made: (1) the Fermi contact term is neglected in both
the shi and the relaxation;14 (2) the chemical shielding is
negligible compared to the paramagnetic contribution and (3)
the relaxation due to nucleus–nucleus dipolar coupling and to
chemical shielding anisotropy are negligible compared to the
paramagnetic contributions.

The linewidth and the intensity of the different 1H reso-
nances were evaluated by computing the relaxation rate as the
sum of the dipolar contribution (Solomon term)71 and the part
arising from the dipolar shielding anisotropy (Curie-spin
term):72,73

RiM ¼ RSolomon
iM + RCurie

iM ; i ¼ 1, 2 (6)

The Solomon terms in R1 and R2 are assumed to be isotropic:

RSolomon
1M ¼ 2

15


m0

4p

�2 gI
2gJ

2mB
2JðJ þ 1Þ
r6

�
7sc

1þ ue
2sc2

þ 3sc
1þ uN

2sc2

�
(7)

RSolomon
2M ¼ 1

15


m0

4p

�2 gI
2gJ

2mB
2JðJ þ 1Þ
r6

�
4sc þ 13sc

1þ ue
2sc2

þ 3sc
1þ uN

2sc2

�
(8)
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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where sc ¼ 20 ps is the electron correlation time at room
temperature extrapolated from magnetic measurements,
assuming that the Orbach mechanism is the only relevant
contribution (Table 2).

On the contrary, the anisotropy of the magnetic suscepti-
bility may result in a sizeable anisotropy in the Curie spin
relaxation:42,74–76

RCurie
1M ¼ 1

2
Ls

2uN
2 sCurie
1þ 9uN

2sCurie2
þ 2

15
Ds

2uN
2 sCurie
1þ uN

2sCurie2
(9)

RCurie
2M ¼ 1

4
Ls

2uN
2 sCurie
1þ 9uN

2sCurie2
þ 1

45
Ds

2uN
2

�
4sCurie

þ 3sCurie
1þ uN

2sCurie2

�
(10)

with

Ls
2 ¼ (sxy � syx)

2 + (sxz � szx)
2 + (syz � szy)

2

and

Ds
2 ¼ s2xx + s2yy + s2zz � sxxsyy � sxxszz � syyszz + 3/4[(sxy + syx)

2

+ (sxz + szx)
2 + (syz + szy)

2]

where sij are the components of the nuclear shielding tensor
that is predominantly due to the magnetic susceptibility. As no
exchangeable protons are present in 1, the Curie spin relaxation
is only determined by the reorientation correlation time, esti-
mated to be 423 ps through the Stokes–Einstein equation.

The effect of the nite length of the excitation pulse and the
large offsets is accounted for as described in the literature.18

Further details on the calculation of the hyperne shis and
relaxation parameters are presented in ESI.†
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